Scholarly Communication at Tufts

Copyright

- The legal protection of fixed expressions of ideas or facts
- Life of author plus 70 years
- Copyright is automatic
  - No need to register with the copyright office, display copyright symbol, or publish
- Theses and dissertations are copyrighted
- All original student work is copyrighted
- Copyrighted work cannot be used in your classroom, in Trunk/TUSK, in your scholarly work, or in your personal life unless you have permission, material is in the public domain, or it is being used under the Fair Use doctrine.

Fair Use

- Conduct a four-factor Fair Use analysis to use copyrighted materials. Consider:
  - Purpose and character of the use
  - Is it noncommercial or commercial?
  - Is your use transformative?
- Type of material
  - factual vs. creative
  - published vs. unpublished
- Amount and substantiality
  - Less is more; use just what you need
- Market impact
  - Is money lost by your use?
- Avoid having to do a Fair Use analysis by linking directly to licensed library materials in Trunk/TUSK

Author's Rights

- Authors own the copyright to their works unless they sign copyright over to a publisher.
- Avoid having to ask your publisher's permission to use your own work in class (or in Trunk/TUSK or in an edited collection) by retaining more of your rights prior to publication
- Use the Tufts-approved Amendment to Publication Agreement
- Contact the Scholarly Communication Team (SCT) for tips on negotiating with your publisher to retain more of your rights

Open Access

- OA publishing makes your work available to anyone in the world with internet access for free, no subscription required
- If you want to publish material OA but don’t have access to funds to cover the author’s fees, apply for the Provost’s Open Access Fund
- To see a list of OA journals, visit DOAJ.org
- Deposit your preprints or articles with the Tufts Digital Library

go.tufts.edu/ScholComm
TUFTS POLICIES

On the SCT website, faculty and students can find easy access to Tufts polices that relate to scholarly communication and copyright issues:

- Tufts Policy on Fair Use of Copyrighted Materials
- Policy on Rights and Responsibilities with Respect to Intellectual Property
- Information Technology Responsible Use Policy

TUFTS OER

Tufts has a number of Open Educational Resources (OERs) available to the global community created by faculty, students, and staff. If you have created one and would like to make it more accessible contact the SCT.

Tufts OpenCourseWare (OCW) is a web-based publication of educational material from Tufts courses from all three campuses. Under the Creative Commons license, the website provides open sharing of free, searchable course content to educators, students, and self-learners throughout the world.

The website has devoted a page to other Tufts OERs to make them more accessible to users around the world.
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